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Quantum geometric maps, which relate SU(2) spin networks and Lorentz covariant projected spin
networks, are an important ingredient of spin foam models (and tensorial group field theories) for
4-dimensional quantum gravity. We give a general definition of such maps, that encompasses all
current spin foam models, and we investigate their properties at such general level. We then spe-
cialize the definition to see how the precise implementation of simplicity constraints affects features
of the quantum geometric maps in specific models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin foam models [1–4] are combinatorial and algebraic formulations of the dynamics of quantum spacetime, in a
covariant path integral-like language, defined by the assignment of a quantum amplitude to 2-complexes labeled by
representations of a Lie group. While the spin foam formalism has wider applicability, their interest for quantum
gravity stems from two main features, common to all models studied in this context. The first is that spin foam models
for quantum gravity are dual to lattice gravity path integrals [5], with the gravitational degrees of freedom discretized
on the lattice (usually a simplicial complex) dual to the spin foam 2-complex (by Poincaré duality). The second is
that boundary data of spin foam amplitudes, for appropriate models, define spin networks, i.e. the same fundamental
structures of the quantum geometry of canonical Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) [6–8]. Spin foam models are also the
Feynman amplitudes of (tensorial) group field theories [9–11], a generalization to higher dimensions of matrix models
for 2-dimensional quantum gravity, which also provide completion of the spin foam formalism embedding it into a
sum over complexes (and discrete topologies).
The basic strategy for defining interesting spin foam models for 4-dimensional quantum gravity has been to work
in a simplicial setting. A simplicial complex plays the role of discrete counterpart of the spacetime manifold and
its Poincaré dual 2-skeleton provides the combinatorial structure over which the spin foam model is defined. The
assignment of algebraic data (and the choice of their corresponding quantum amplitude) to such complex is, in turn,
dictated by a description of the simplicial geometry (starting from that of their building blocks, i.e. tetrahedra for
spatial slices and boundaries, and 4-simplices for the 4-dimensional simplicial complex) in terms of a phase space given
by the cotangent bundle of a group manifold. There are two different, but classically equivalent, characterizations
of a single tetrahedron in the simplicial geometry [12, 13]. The first is to assign a vector bIf ∈ R3,1 (whose norm is
proportional to area of the face) to each face f of the tetrahedron τ and impose constraint xI · bI = 0 for a timelike





f is imposed. This characterization, due to the constraints, allows us to associate a
vector bf with the Lie algebra su(2). Thus space su(2)
×4
provides a space of a single tetrahedron which can also be
seen as a cotangent bundle (T ∗SU(2))×4. The conjugate variables in SU(2)×4 represents the parallel transport of a
discrete connection from the center of the tetrahedron to the center of its boundary faces. In this picture, the dual
graph of this tetrahedron becomes a spin network with a 4-valent vertex. One can construct, by properly defining the
inner product and imposing the constraint, the Hilbert space L2(SU(2)×4) for the single quantum tetrahedron. The




f and constrained by
simplicity constraints xI · (∗B)I = 0 for a tetrahedron. This second characterization suggests the Hilbert space for the













































































simplicity constraint at the quantum level. Two quantum descriptions of a tetrahedron and full simplicial geometry
can be related via a map that we call here ‘quantum geometric map’.
The second construction as a continuum counterpart in the observation that the topological BF action yields the
Palatini first order gravity action under simplicity constraints [14]. Thus one can define a path integral of the BF
action on a discrete manifold and impose the simplicity constraint at the quantum level [15, 16]. The resulting
regularized (by the means of the discretization) path integral of the action provides the partition function of the
quantum gravity model and the amplitude for a simplicial complex, which can then be recast, equivalently, in the spin
foam language [5]. A different choice of quantum simplicity constraint (for the same classical simplicity constraint),
configuration space, and gauge group produces different spin foam models having different amplitudes, while most of
spin foam models for 4-dimensional gravity carry the Lorentz group SL(2,C) (or Spin(4) for the Riemannian theory)
as a gauge group.
Such spin foam models are often referred to as a covariant counterpart of Loop Quantum Gravity, in the sense
that they are expected to provide a way to describe the dynamics of spin network states which has proven difficult to
control by a quantum Hamiltonian constraint in the canonical framework. However, describing the LQG dynamics
using the spin foam formalism requires relating two different quantum states of two theories as the LQG Hilbert space
is formed by the SU(2) spin networks and the boundary Hilbert space for the spin foam model is spanned naturally
by the projected spin networks [17, 18], which in fact arise straightforwardly from the covariant, constrained BF
description of classical and quantum geometry.
The type of quantum variables characterizing them, in particular, the irreducible representation assigned on each
edge, and of course the underlying simplicial geometric description, suggest that the SU(2) spin network can be
embedded into the Lorentz-based projected spin networks, and vice versa that the covariant projected spin network
can be projected down to the SU(2) spin network [19]. In fact, one could expect to be able to translate back and forth
between these two descriptions of the quantum geometry of these models. The ‘quantum geometric maps’ mentioned
before take part of this translation between two descriptions1.
These quantum geometric maps, therefore, allow to formulate spin foam models and their boundary states in two
alternative manners. One, in terms of explicitly covariant data taken from the SL(2,C) or Spin(4) group, and the
other in terms of their rotation 3-dimensional rotation subgroup only, with the 4-dimensional covariance properties
of the models (and the states) encoded in the dynamical amplitudes. This choice is available when spin foam models
are seen from a lattice gauge theory perspective [23]. The same choice is obviously available also in the group field
theory context [24, 25], which provides a complete definition of the same spin foam models by embedding them in a
field theory context, generalizing matrix and tensor models [26–28], and allowing both a precise definition of the sum
over spin foam complexes and more direct access to non-perturbative dynamics and collective physics of spin network
degrees of freedom [29–31]. The models defined following the same quantization strategies of classical structures
(in particular, the simplicity constraints) but using these two types of data are not equivalent, in general. The
corresponding Hilbert space of states is different, and so is, in general, the quantum dynamics. The precise relation
between models differing only by this choice of boundary states, and a precise characterization of their similarities
and differences, however, depends on the detailed properties of the map relating the two formulations. That is, it
depends on the ‘quantum geometric map’ one has employed. The general structure and properties of such maps are
the object of our analysis2.
A specific type of quantum geometric map has been constructed by M. Dupuis and E. Livine, through the convolution
of character functions, and including an undetermined factor (which is not irrelevant for the properties of the map)
in [19], and adapted to the EPRL-FK imposition of the simplicity constraints. The analysis of the properties of this
map has raised questions concerning the incompatibility between the two reasonable requirements of isometry and of
the embedding map from SU(2) spin networks to covariant ones being the inverse (suitably intended) of a projection
map, that would be the most intuitive way of understanding how SU(2) spin networks arise from covariant ones.
In particular, one would like to understand if this incompatibility is a generic feature of quantum geometric maps,
whether it depends on other properties having been assumed for the same maps, or whether it follows from the choice
of quantum imposition of the simplicity constraints (and thus may not arise in other spin foam models, based on
different imposition strategies and characterized by different encoding of the same constraints as restrictions on the
group-theoretic data).
In this article, we give first of all a general definition of the quantum geometric maps, that encompasses all spin
foam models in this ‘constrained BF’ class (i.e. all imposition strategies for the simplicity constraints). Next, we
1 Of course, relating canonical LQG and spin foam amplitudes requires much more than a matching of kinematical states. For more
results on this issue, see [11, 20–22].
2 We remark that the embedding/projection maps we study in this paper remain confined at the kinematical level with respect to the
quantum dynamics defined by spin foam amplitudes and, in the canonical context, by the Hamiltonian constraint, even though they
incorporate the simplicity constraints. These constraints impose the proper geometricity of the quantum data entering states and
amplitudes, as we have discussed above, but no dynamical content, per se. The imposition of the quantum dynamics requires, instead,
the actual evaluation of spin foam amplitudes, and thus of the quantum correlations between their boundary states (or of the canonical
constraints).








































































investigate some properties of the embedding and projection maps at such general level, as well as the compatibility
between different properties. Finally, we specialize the definition to see how the precise implementation of simplicity
constraints affects features of the quantum geometric maps, and what happens in specific spin foam models.
II. HILBERT SPACES AND GAUGE SYMMETRIES
As we already discussed, embedding and projection maps are mappings between the SU(2) cylindrical functions and
projected cylindrical functions, associated to graphs (which can be taken to be embedded in a topological manifold
(in canonical LQG) or defining a simplicial complex (in usual spin foam models and in group field theory). These are
two different, but presumably geometrically equivalent (once also the dynamics is implemented) representations of a
3-geometry in the spin foam, loop quantum gravity and tensorial group field theory formalisms.
The full Hilbert space in which they are included differ in the mentioned approaches, in the way states associated
to different graphs are related [32], but as long as restricts consideration only to the Hilbert space associated to a
given graph, the Hilbert spaces in these formalisms coincide. Since we are only concerned, here, with the relation
between SU(2) and covariant states, we restrict our attention to what happens for given fixed graph.
In this section, we construct the Hilbert spaces of different types of cylindrical functions defined on the directed
graph Γ with E edges and V vertices.
First consider the SU(2) cylindrical functions. The Hilbert space KSU(2) of the cylindrical functions φ on E copies
of SU(2) is
KSU(2) = {φ : SU(2)E −→ C | ‖φ‖2<∞} (1)






with the Haar measure dge on the group manifold SU(2). Here φ(ge) ≡ φ(g1, ..., gE).
The group action on the state on the graph Γ is defined as the multiplication of the group elements associated to
the edges by a distinct group element associated to every vertices of the graph, the multiplications being from the left
or from the right depending on whether the vertex is a source or a target for the given edge. The SU(2) cylindrical
function is said to be SU(2) invariant if it is invariant under this gauge transformation:
φ(ge) = φ(hs(e)geh
−1
t(e)), ∀hv ∈ SU(2) (3)
where s(e) is the source vertex for the edge e incidents and t(e) is the vertex where the same edge e terminates. The
SU(2) gauge invariant functions form the ‘kinematical Hilbert space’, that we label KSU(2)kin . A special case of the
above is when the underlying graph has (out-going) open edges, i.e. edges which end on uni-valent vertices, where
we assume no action of the gauge group; for example, assuming a graph withh all E edges being open, the gauge
invariance reads
φ(ge) = φ(hs(1)g1, ..., hs(E)gE), ∀hv ∈ SU(2) (4)





t(E)), ∀hv ∈ SU(2) (5)
This gauge invariant property corresponds to the Gauss constraint of LQG. Upon Peter-Weyl decomposition, these
cylindrical functions expand in the standard spin network basis, each spin network state being characterized by an
assignment of an irreducible representation of SU(2) on each edge with angular momentum projection index at each
end of the edge, contracted by invariant tensors (intertwiners) associated to the vertices of the graph.
Now let us consider the covariant counterpart of the SU(2) cylindrical functions, on both Riemannian and Lorentzian
signatures, i.e. the ones that serve as a starting point for defining quantum gravity states in four dimensions, via
the constrained BF strategy. A basis for the relevant covariant states is formed by so-called projected spin networks
[17]. A projected spin network is a directed graph with a (time-like, in the Lorentzian case) unit vector xv on each
vertex, an irreducible representation of G (Spin(4) for the Riemannian theory and SL(2,C) for the Lorentzian theory)
and two irreducible representations of the stabilizer group SUxv (2) on each edge (one for each vertex connected by
the edge) and an SUxv (2) intertwiner on each vertex, resulting from the same invariance we described for standard









































































spin networks, now with respect to the xv-dependent SU(2) subgroup of the group G. The corresponding cylindrical
function is a function on E copies of G and V copies of the homogeneous space Q where
Q =
{
Spin(4)/SU(2) ∼= S3 for the Riemannian case
SL(2,C)/SU(2) ∼= H+ for the Lorentzian case.
(6)
Here S3 = {x ∈ R4 | ‖x‖2 = 1} is a 3-sphere and H+ = {x ∈ R3,1 | x0 > 0 and ‖x‖2 = 1} is a hyperboloid [17, 19].
We now discuss the two resulting Hilbert spaces in some more detail, separating the Riemannian and the Lorentzian
cases.
A. Riemannian theory
The space of the cylindrical functions we consider is the Hilbert space KSpin(4)
KSpin(4) = {ψ : Spin(4)E × (S3)V −→ C | ‖ψ‖2Spin(4)<∞} (7)









Eψ(Ge, xv)ψ̃(Ge, xv) (8)
with the Haar measure dGe on the group manifold Spin(4) and the Lebesgue measure dxv on the homogeneous space
Spin(4)/SU(2) ∼= S3.
Just like the SU(2) case, we can require an additional symmetry condition to be satisfied by the cylindrical functions
of interest. The relevant cylindrical functions are Spin(4) invariant if
ψ(Ge, xv) = ψ(Hs(e)GeH
−1
t(e), H B xv),∀Hv ∈ Spin(4). (9)
While the group action on the group elements labelling the edges is defined similarly in the Riemannian and Lorentzian
cases, the group action on the normal vector xv should be adapted to the case at hand. In the Riemannian case, the
action is
H B xv = h
+xv(h
−)−1 (10)
where H = (h+, h−), h± ∈ SU(2) using the isomorphism Spin(4) ∼= SU(2) × SU(2) and the xv ∈ S3 is seen as an
SU(2) group element under the identification [33]
xv = (x
0, x1, x2, x3) ∼
(
x0 + ix3 x2 + ix1
−x2 + ix1 x0 − ix3
)
. (11)
The Spin(4) action so defined is a 4-dimensional rotation of the unit 4-vector xv. Some rotations do not change the
vector and form the stabilizer group, which is the SU(2)xv group previously mentioned. The Spin(4) invariance so
defined induces another symmetry under the action of the stabilizer group of xv:
ψ(Ge, xv) = ψ(hs(e)Geh
−1
t(e), xv),∀hv ∈ SUxv (2) ⊂ Spin(4). (12)
A Spin(4) invariant function can also be obtained, of course, by acting with a projector Pinv on any cylindrical









t(e), H B xv). (13)
The cylindrical functions with Spin(4) invariance form a kinematical Hilbert space KSpin(4)kin which is equipped with
the same inner product as (8). Note that this inner product on the kinematical Hilbert space carries a redundant









































































































where Hv(xv) B 1 = xv and the invariant properties of the Haar measure are used. The expression (14) provides
the inner product for the gauge-fixed function ϕ(Ge) := ψ(Ge, xv = 1) for the Spin(4) invariant functions. Note
that the gauge-fixed functions loose the full Spin(4) invariance and have only induced SUxv (2) invariance. The xv
integrals result in a factor equal to the volume of the homogeneous space, which we take to be normalized to one.
The ‘projected’nature of the canonical basis of cylindrical functions, which would be otherwise simply a generalization
of standard spin networks from SU(2) to Spin(4), arise when the Spin(4) representation associated to each edge is
further decomposed into a canonical basis of representation functions for the SU(2)xv subgroup at each end point of
the edge, incident to the vertex to which the vector xv is associated [17].
So far, these covariant cylindrical functions have no gravitational or geometric characterization. In fact, they can
be seen as quantum states for a topological BF theory discretized on the graph Γ. Spin foam models for 4-dimensional
gravity are constructed, as discussed, from such discrete BF theory and imposing the simplicity constraints, which in
both continuum and discrete classical formulations turn the topological theory into the geometric (first order) gravity
theory, at the quantum level. The quantum implementation of such constraints is a subtle matter (and a main focus
of attention of the spin foam community over the last years) and different ways of imposing the simplicity constraints
yield different models.
In general terms, the imposition of the simplicity constraints is a mapping Sω
Sω : KSpin(4) −→ KSpin(4) (15)
ψ 7−→ ψω.
which in practice, affects the expansion of the resulting cylindrical functions in terms of irreducible representations
of the group Spin(4) and, once this is performed, in terms of the representations of the stabilizer groups SU(2)xv .
We characterize this modified expansion in representations in terms of a coefficient ω (closely related to the so-called
fusion coefficients), which thus encodes the precise implementation of the simplicity constraints. To see more explicitly
the results of the imposition of the simplicity constraints in the representation space, one first needs to decompose
the cylindrical functions into the representation functions. For the cylindrical functions ψ in the kinematical Hilbert










by the Peter-Weyl decomposition [34]. DJ is the representation function of the irreducible representation J of Spin(4).
The ψJ are the modes of the cylindrical function. Then, upon the imposition of the simplicity constraints the same













where the coefficient ω constrains the further expansion of the representation J into irreducible representations of the
subgroup SU(2)xv . Here j is the irreducible representations of SU(2) and the parameter γ is the Immirzi parameter





where J = (j+, j−). We refer to [5] for more details.
B. Lorentzian theory
In the Lorentzian case, the definition of the relevant Hilbert spaces is entirely analogous, but of course extra care
should be taken due to the non-compactness of the Lorentz group.
The relevant space of the cylindrical functions is the Hilbert space KSL(2,C)
KSL(2,C) = {ψ : SL(2,C)E × (H+)V −→ C | ‖ψ‖2SL(2,C)<∞} (19)









Eψ(Ge, xv)ψ̃(Ge, xv). (20)








































































with the Haar measure dGe on the group manifold SL(2,C) and the Lebesgue measure dxv on the homogeneous space
SL(2,C)/SU(2) ∼= H+.
The cylindrical function is SL(2,C) invariant if
ψ(Ge, xv) = ψ(Hs(e)GeH
−1
t(e), H B xv),∀Hv ∈ SL(2,C). (21)
where the group action on the vertex vectors is
H B xv = HxvH
†
(22)
where the vector xv can again be seen as an SU(2) group element under the identification [33]
xv = (x
0, x1, x2, x3) ∼
(
x0 + x3 x2 − ix1
x2 + ix1 x0 − x3
)
. (23)
Just like in the Riemannian case, this SL(2,C) action is a (3,1)-dimensional Lorentz rotation of the timelike 4-vector
whose stabilizer group is again an SUxv (2) group. The SL(2,C) invariance thus induces another symmetry under the
action of the stabilizer group of xv:
ψ(Ge, xv) = ψ(hs(e)Geh
−1
t(e), xv), ∀hv ∈ SUxv (2) ⊂ SL(2,C). (24)
Also in this Lorentzian case, an SL(2,C) invariant function can be obtained by acting with a ‘projector’Pinv on a









t(e), H B xv) . (25)
However, this is a formal definition only, since this ‘projector operator’would produce immediately a divergence when
acting more than once, due to the non-compact domain of integration. A (rather straightforward) regularization
procedure will therefore be needed whenever this construction is used. The Lorentz invariant cylindrical functions
form a (kinematical) Hilbert space KSL(2,C)kin which equips the same inner product as (20). We note again that the
































where Hv(xv) B 1 = xv, due to the non-compactness of H+. However, this divergence is not physical and the inner
product can be regularized by simply dropping the integral that corresponds to the volume of the homogeneous space
H+. The resulting expression provides the inner product for the gauge-fixed function ϕ(Ge) := ψ(Ge, xv = 1) for the
SL(2,C) invariant functions. Obviously, this gauge-fixed function loses the full SL(2,C) invariance, only the induced
SUxv (2) invariance remains.
Imposing the simplicity constraint in the Lorentzian theory is not much different from in the Riemannian theory.
The constraint is imposed by a mapping Sω
Sω : KSL(2,C) −→ KSL(2,C) (27)
ψ 7−→ ψω.




















where a ∈ N/2 and ρ ∈ R. Here D(ρ,a) is the representation function for the irreducible (unitary) representation (ρ, a)
of SL(2,C) of the principal series and µ(ρ, a) = (ρ2 + a2) is the Plancherel measure. The coefficient ψ(ρ,a) are the





























































































(Ge)ω((ρe, ae), ke, γe)
)
. (29)
The j, k, and l label elements in the canonical basis for the irreducible representations of SU(2). This way of
expressing the restriction uses the fact that the representation space of SL(2,C) can be expressed as the direct sum





We refer to the spin foam literature (e.g. [38]) for more details.
III. EMBEDDING AND PROJECTION MAPS
Being equipped with the different Hilbert spaces we are interested in, we can now define the embedding and
projection maps relating the two, and thus relating the SU(2) cylindrical functions and the covariant (projected)
cylindrical functions. The maps can be defined at different levels depending on the symmetries being imposed. In
particular, we will focus our attention on the properties of the maps, especially, injectivity, isometry, and, indeed,
implementation of the SU(2) and SL(2,C) (or Spin(4)) symmetries.
Let us spend a few words to clarify the importance of these properties. The injectivity guarantees that different
SU(2) spin network states correspond to different covariant boundary states on the spin foam. If the embedding
map is not injective, then a non-trivial SU(2) spin network state could be mapped to the zero state, producing thus
a highly degenerate spin foam amplitude. In other words, it would simply be impossible to capture the spin foam
dynamics in terms of its effect on SU(2) spin networks, and thus no canonical LQG interpretation could possibly be
given to it3. The isometry property amounts to the requirement that the map between SU(2) and covariant quantum
states preserves the inner products, including of course preserving their norm. This is a stronger requirement than
injectivity and would ensure that matrix elements of kinematical observables are preserved in the two formulations,
and that, so to speak, no information about the quantum spin foam dynamics gets lost when passing from one to the
other. Finally, the states in the kinematical Hilbert spaces have symmetries so the maps between the state spaces
could be required to preserve those symmetries, to ensure their correct implementation in the spin foam dynamics
regardless of the formulation being chosen for its boundary data.
The embedding and projection maps can be defined between the Hilbert spaces without gauge symmetries or at
the gauge invariant level.
First, let us consider the maps between Hilbert spaces without gauge symmetries.
The embedding map K ′ is a map from KSU(2) to KG:
K ′ : KSU(2) −→ KG (31)
φ 7−→ ψ′





EK ′(Ge, ge, xv)φ(ge) (32)
where φ(ge) = φ(g1, ..., gE) and the same applies to K
′(Ge, ge, xv) and ψ(Ge, xv).
The projection map P ′ is a map from KG to KSU(2):
P ′ : KG −→ KSU(2) (33)
ψ′ 7−→ φ
3 Under the assumption that the spin foam amplitudes impose the projection of the kinematical states onto solutions of the spacetime
diffeomorphism constraints, which natural from the canonical perspective on spin foam models, we expect such amplitudes to be already
highly degenerate. They are indeed expected to map kinematical states in the same diffeo-equivalence class on the same physical state.
Even in this case, though, the degeneracy resulting from lack of injectivity of the map would result in an additional and independent
degeneracy, whose overlap with the physical one corresponding to the imposition of diffeomorphism invariance is entirely unclear. If the
overlap is not complete, one would have distinct physical diffeo-invariant states which are nevertheless treated as equivalent by the spin
foam amplitudes, due to the degeneracy of their map to/from SU(2) states.








































































Just as the embedding map, the most general form of the projection map can be written in terms of the integral









EP ′(Ge, ge, xv)ψ(Ge, xv). (34)
One can also define the embedding and projection maps between Hilbert spaces that incorporate the mentioned
gauge symmetries. The corresponding embedding map is
K : KSU(2)kin −→ KGkin (35)
φ 7−→ ψ





EK(Ge, ge, xv)φ(ge). (36)
Moreover, a different embedding map incorporating also the simplicity constraints can be defined as
Kω : KSU(2)kin −→ KGkin (37)
φ 7−→ ψω





EKω(Ge, ge, xv)φ(ge). (38)
Similarly, the projection map is defined as













EP (Ge, ge, xv)ψ(Ge, xv). (40)
Having the definitions, let us now consider the properties of the embedding map and the projection map.
A. Riemannian theory
1. Injectivity
The injectivity of the embedding map K ′ would amount to
if K ′(φ) = 0 then φ = 0. (41)
The correspondent statement applies to the embedding maps K and Kω. In practice, in order to analyse it and to
verify whether it is satisfied by specific constructions, it is useful to write the condition in terms of the expression of
the integral kernels in terms of group representations.
The integral kernel of K ′ is decomposed as












































































































































φlimini = 0 ∀Ji,Mi, Ni, implies φ
ji
piqi = 0 ∀li, pi, qi (46)
then K ′ is injective.
Similarly, the integral kernel of Kω is decomposed as














































φjimini = 0 ∀Ji,Mi, Ni, implies φ
li
piqi = 0 ∀li, pi, qi (49)
then Kω is injective.
2. Isometry
The isometry of the embedding map K ′ is the condition that
〈φ, φ̃〉SU(2) = 〈K ′(φ),K ′(φ̃)〉Spin(4). (50)













In fact, the isometry of any map defined in a normed vector space implies the injectivity of the same map (the proof
is recalled in section V). The converse is not true in general, therefore any non-injective map is non-isometric.

























Moving then to the more interesting quantum geometric context, the embedding map Kω is isometric if
〈φ, φ̃〉SU(2) = 〈Kω(φ),Kω(φ̃)〉G. (53)















































































































It is immediate to verify that the isometry condition for the embedding map K, corresponding to the non-geometric,
topological case, is obtained as a special case when all ω are set to be the identity.
3. Miscellaneous
We now state a number of other properties of the embedding and projection maps that turn out to be useful in the
following analysis, and are also of more general interest.
When the restriction of the image of embedding map K from Spin(4) to SU1(2) yields the mapped function,
ψ((gi, gi),1) = K(φ)(gi) = φ(gi), the integral kernel of the embedding map satisfies
















































If the embedding map K ′ maps SU(2) invariant function to SUxv (2) invariant function defined on a closed graph
then the integral kernel satisfies
K ′(hs(e)Geh
−1




Of course the SUxv (2) invariance does not ensure the Spin(4) invariance.
This symmetry ‘translation’is equivalent to the invariance of the integral kernel under simultaneous left diagonal
SUxt(e)(2)(⊂ Spin(4)) action and right diagonal SUxs(e)(2)(⊂ Spin(4)) action on Spin(4) and SU(2) action on SU(2)
itself. The left invariance can be implemented by a projector
PLinv(K
′)(Ge, ge, xv) =
∫
SU(2)




e ), hg, xv). (59)
The right invariance can be imposed similarly.
These invariances imply, in turn, that the group representation of the integral kernel is a convolution of Spin(4)
and SU(2) characters. In the spin representation, each invariance intertwines Spin(4) and SU(2) representations


















































This shows that the symmetry requirement fully determines the integral kernel of the map up to some proportionality
weights.
On a closed graph, the embedding map Kω maps an SU(2) invariant cylindrical function to a Spin(4) invariant
function in KSpin(4)kin , thus the integral kernel satisfies
K(Ge, ge, xv) = K(Hs(e)GeH
−1
t(e), ge, Hv B xv) (62)









































































for any Hv ∈ Spin(4). Moreover, the SU(2) symmetry is translated into the induced SUxv (2) symmetry and the
integral kernel satisfies (58).
The projection map P maps instead a Spin(4) invariant function to an SU(2) invariant functions. Therefore the
integral kernel satisfies
P (Ge, ge, xv) = P (Hs(e)GeH
−1
t(e), ge, Hv B xv) (63)
and
P (Ge, ge, xv) = P (Ge, hs(e)geh
−1
t(e), xv) (64)
for any Hv ∈ Spin(4) and hxv ∈ SUxv (2).
B. Lorentzian theory
1. Injectivity
The injectivity condition for the embedding map in the Lorentzian theory is the same as (41). In order to write
the injective condition in terms of group representations, let us first introduce the ‘spin’representation of the integral
kernels. The integral kernel of K ′ is decomposed as























via the Plancherel decomposition for the SL(2,C) part and the Peter-Weyl decomposition for the SU(2) part. The

























































= 0 ∀k′i, p′i, q′i. (68)
Moreover, the integral kernel of Kω is decomposed as











































piqi(gi)ω((ρi, ai), ki, γ)
)
. (70)










ω̃((ρi, ai), ki, γ)
)





= 0 ∀k′i, p′i, q′i. (71)
Here ω̃ is ω which is replaced the delta distribution to the Kronecker delta.










































































The isometry condition for the embedding map K ′ is expressed as
〈φ, φ̃〉SU(2) = 〈K ′(φ),K ′(φ̃)〉SL(2,C). (72)
Again, the isometry of the map implies its injectivity.












































The isometry condition for the embedding map Kω is the same (50). The equation can be expressed in terms of












































Like in the Riemannian case, the isometry condition on the embedding map K can be obtained from this latter one,
as a special case, when all ω are set to the identity.
3. Miscellaneous
Also for the Lorentzian theory, we close this section with some additional useful properties of the embedding and
projection maps.
When the restriction of the image of embedding map from SL(2,C) to SU(2) yields the original function, we have∫
H+
[dxv]














Again, obviously the SU(2) invariance does not ensure SL(2,C) invariance.
This symmetry translation is equivalent to the invariance of the integral kernel under simultaneous left diagonal
SUxt(e)(2)(⊂ Spin(4)) action and right diagonal SUxs(e)(2)(⊂ Spin(4)) action on Spin(4), and the SU(2) action on
SU(2) itself.
These invariances imply that the group representation of the integral kernel is a convolution of SL(2,C) and SU(2)
characters.












if ∈ a+ N
0 if /∈ a+ N
(79)








































































Again, as in the Riemannian case, the symmetry requirement determines the embedding map up to weight factor.
The embedding map K maps an SU(2) function to a SL(2,C) invariant function in KSL(2,C)kin , thus the integral
kernel satisfies
K(Ge, ge, xv) = K(Hs(e)GeH
−1
t(e), ge, Hxv B xv) (80)
for any Hxv ∈ SL(2,C). The SU(2) symmetry is translated into the induced SUxv (2) symmetry and the integral
kernel satisfies (78).
The projection map in the Lorentzian theory satisfies the relations (63) and (64) as well.
IV. CYLINDRICAL FUNCTIONS FOR A 4-VALENT (OPEN) VERTEX
Let us restrict our interest to a direct graph which has only a single vertex which has four out-going edges with open
ends for the simplicity. This case is the one needed for immediate application to spin foam models and to the group
field theory formalism. This restriction is also sufficient to investigate the properties of the embedding and projection
maps in the general graph case, since the full graph can be obtained by gluing several single vertices with open edges,
and the properties of the embedding and projection map of the full graph are determined by the properties of each
vertex building block.
A. SU(2) states
Any function φ ∈ KSU(2)kin defined on such graph satisfies









where A is an arbitrary tensor, (I)jibmi ≡ (I)
j1j2j3j4b










Any projected cylindrical function ψ ∈ KSpin(4)kin defined on the graph has the induced SUxv (2) invariance





































where B is an arbitrary tensor and (I)jibmi,xv is an 4-valent intertwiner of SUxv (2). The spin representation of the
cylindrical function is defined by the following decomposition
ψ((g+i , g
−




















































































































































































































and the orthogonality of the CG coefficients can be used then to invert the 4-valent intertwiners and the CG coefficients.






































for a tensor F .























































i , ji, γ) . (93)
The injectivity and the isometry of the embedding map will be the focus of the later discussion.











i , ji, γ)A
jib










ni = 0 ∀ ji, ni, c . (94)






















































































































Here we use the fact that SL(2,C) matrix element reduces to a SU(2) matrix element when it is evaluated on elements





mn(H) for H ∈ SU(2) ⊂ SL(2,C) . (97)










































































































(ω) ≡ [F (xv)](ρi,ai)jikkilliniqi ω((ρi, ai), ki, γ) . (104)
The embedding map K is then entirely characterized only by the form of F , with the other factors entering its
expression being fixed by the symmetry requirements.
The injectivity and isometry conditions on the maps can then be reduced to conditions on this function F only. The





ω̃((ρi, ai), ji, γ)A
kil
qi = 0 ∀ρi, ai, ni, k implies A
kil
qi = 0 ∀ki, l, qi . (105)













































































































V. RELATIONS AMONG PROPERTIES OF EMBEDDING AND PROJECTION MAPS
We have investigated the conditions required for the maps to have the properties we are interested in, without
assuming any specific form for the maps (thus without focusing on any specific spin foam model), except some basic
symmetry requirement. Now we consider the compatibility between some desirable properties of the embedding and
projection maps, including of course injectivity and isometry, and remaining at the same level of generality.
Let us start by considering the inverse of the embedding map.
If Kω is injective, then there exists an inverse map
P̃ : Im(Kω) −→ KSU(2)kin (107)
where P̃ ◦Kω = idSU(2)
A priori, this P̃ has nothing to do with the projection map. However, we can choose P̃ as the restriction of the
projection map P |Im(Kω) = P̃ .
Then, a few propositions can be easily proven.
Proposition 1: P̃ is injective.
Proof. For any ψω1 6= ψω2 , there exists φ1 6= φ2 such that Kω(φ1) 6= Kω(φ2). Since P̃ (ψωi ) = P̃ (Kω(φi)) = φi,
P̃ (ψω1 ) 6= P̃ (ψω2 ). Therefore P̃ is injective.
Proposition 2: Kω ◦ P̃ = idG|Im(Kω).
Proof. For any ψω ∈ Im(Kω), there exists φ such that ψω = Kω(φ). Thus, P̃ (ψω) = P̃ (Kω(φ)). By mapping it with
Kω, (Kω ◦ P̃ )(ψω) = Kω((P̃ ◦Kω)(φ)) = Kω(φ) = ψω which implies that Kω ◦ P̃ = idG|Im(Kω).
Proposition 3: If Kω is isometric then it is injective.
Proof. Suppose Kω is isometric. For any φ ∈ KSU(2)kin such that Kω(φ) = 0, 0 = 〈Kω(φ),Kω(φ̃)〉G = 〈φ, φ̃〉SU(2). Since
the norm of φ is zero, φ = 0. Therefore, Kω is injective.
This proposition implies that if the embedding map Kω is isometric then P̃ exists4.
We are interested in whether the isometry of Kω can be compatible with the restriction of the projection map being
an inverse of Kω. The following proposition shows that they can be compatible under certain conditions, when P̃ is
chosen to be the restriction of the projection map.
Proposition 4: If Kω is isometric and Sω is an orthogonal projector then P̃ (Ge, ge, xv) = K(Ge, ge, xv).
Proof. Since Kω is injective, P̃ exists. Consider the isometry condition for Kω
〈Kω(φ),Kω(φ̃)〉G = 〈φ, φ̃〉SU(2). (108)












ω(Ge, he, xv)φ̃(hi), (109)












4 It is important to note that the injectivity is weaker condition than the isometry, thus the converse of the proposition is not true;
injectivity does not guarantee isometry.

































































































































EP̃ (Ge, ge, xv)K









EP̃ (Ge, he, xv)K


















Kω(Ge, ge, xv)− P̃ (Ge, ge, xv)
)
Kω(Ge, he, xv) = 0 . (115)
We can conclude that P̃ (Ge, ge, xv) = K
ω(Ge, ge, xv) up to a function [K







E [Kω]⊥(Ge, ge, xv)K
ω(Ge, he, xv) = 0 . (116)
In fact, [Kω]⊥(Ge, ge, xv) constitutes the part of the embedding map which does not satisfy the simplicity constraint.
This contribution is then zero for any orthogonal projector type of Sω, therefore it does not play any role in P̃
because functions in the domain of P̃ always satisfy the simplicity constraint.
Proposition 5: If Kω is isometric then Kω(Ge, ge, xv) is an integral kernel of P̃ .
Proof. By comparing (112) and (114) in the proof of the previous proposition, one can conclude that Kω(Ge, ge, xv)
plays the role of an integral kernel of P̃ , the inverse map of Kω.



































Eφ(ge)φ̃(ge) = 〈φ, φ̃〉SU(2). (117)
Proposition 7: If P̃ (Ge, ge, xv) = Kω(Ge, ge, xv), then P̃ is isometric.















































































































ω(Ge, xv) = 〈ψω, ψ̃ω〉G (118)
To summarize, the injectivity of Kω allows us to construct its inverse P̃ . Moreover, if Kω is isometric and Sω is
an orthogonal projector, then the integral kernels of P̃ and K are complex conjugates to each other, which implies
that P̃ is isometric. For a non-orthogonal projector Sω, P̃ is still isometric when the integral kernels of P̃ and K are
complex conjugates to each other.
For an orthogonal projector Sω, if P̃ is chosen to be the (restricted) projection map, then Kω can be isometric if and
only if P̃ (Ge, ge, xv) = Kω(Ge, ge, xv). For a non-orthogonal projector S
ω, P̃ (Ge, ge, xv) = Kω(Ge, ge, xv) implies the
isometry of Kω and P̃ .
These results suggests a systematic way of finding two maps which are inverses to each other and isometric at the
same time:
1. For a given simplicity constraint, check the injectivity of the embedding map.
2. Once the embedding map is found to be injective, then rescale it in such a way that the map is isometric.
3. Define the restriction of the projection map such that the complex conjugate of the corresponding integral kernel
coincides with the integral kernel of the embedding map.
VI. THE DUPUIS-LIVINE TYPE OF MAPS
In section III, we have shown the symmetry requirement on the integral kernel implies the convolution between a
G character Θ and an SU(2) character χ. This same type of (gauge-fixed) embedding map, in the case of the EPRL
imposition of simplicity constraints, has been defined and studied in [19] by M. Dupuis and E. Livine. In that work,
the projection map is defined as a restriction of G to the SU(2) subgroup. This definition of Dupuis-Livine (DL)
embedding map and projection map has been then shown to lead to be the incompatibility of the requirement of
isometry for the embedding map with the simultaneous requirement that the projection map is the (restriction of)
inverse of the embedding map.
In what follows, we consider the same type of embedding map, i.e. with the same symmetry requirements, but
generalized to any type of the simplicity constraints. We investigate injectivity and isometry of the map so generalised.
Furthermore, using the properties discussed in the section V, we discuss which types of the simplicity constraints can
provide a projection map that is an inverse of corresponding embedding map and simultaneously allows isometry of
the embedding map.
The DL-type embedding maps are maps between kinematical, i.e. gauge invariant Hilbert spaces, thus one can
gauge fix and then disregard the dependency on normal vectors for the G-dependent cylindrical functions. Moreover,
we adopt a simple regularization for the inner product, especially in the Lorentzian theory, defining it up to the
volume of the divergent integral over normal vectors.
A. Maps in Riemannian theory
In [19] only Lorentzian theory were discussed. Here we extend their discussion defining the DL-type embedding
































The map is defined on a single 4-valent vertex and its generalization to arbitrary graphs can be obtained by proper
gluing procedure. The ∆ factors in the maps are to be determined, depending on the properties we want the maps
to have.










































































































































i , ji, γ)
)
. (121)
As remarked, the properties of the map depend on the ∆ factor and the simplicity constraint imposition encoded in
the coefficient ω.











then the embedding map is injective and isometric.






= d2ji . (123)
This choice accounts for the case in which, when the domain of the Spin(4) function are restricted to the SU(2)
subgroup, the function coincides with the SU(2) function before embedding:
ϕω(gi) = K
ω(φ)(gi) = φ(gi) (124)
for any g ∈ SU(2) and with the EPRL simplicity constraint being encoded in the coefficient ω. If the projection map
is defined as a restriction of the domain of Spin(4) function
P (ϕω)(gi) = φ(gi) , (125)
the (restriction of) projection map is the inverse of the embedding map, P ◦ Kω = idSU(2). However, the choice
(124) does not yield an isometric embedding map. This incompatibility between the two properties stems from the
fact that P̃ (Ge, ge, xv) 6= Kω(Ge, ge, xv). The systematic method suggested in the section V shows that if one gives
up the requirement concerning the restriction of G to SU(2), and defines the projection map in a non-trivial way,
one can find the maps satisfying both conditions under the assumption that the embedding map is injective. In the
following section, we will pursue this route, and investigate a generalised DL-type map with several different chocies
of simplicity constraints imposition, focusing on the compatibility between isometry of the embedding map and the
requirement that the projection map being an inverse of the embedding map.














i , ji, γ)
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i ,mi, ni implies φ
li
piqi = 0 ∀ li, pi, qi . (126)
If the CG coefficients are invertible then Kω is injective. Since the invertibility of CG coefficients depends on the
simplicity constraint coefficient, injectivity of the embedding map also depends on the constraint imposition. For an










i , ji, γ)
)
= 1 . (127)
The isometry condition also depends on both ∆ factor and the simplicity constraint coefficient. The injectivity and
the isometry of the map with non-trivial simplicity constraints are treated in the next section.







































































B. Maps in Lorentzian theory
































































lijiδkiliω((ρi, ai), ki, γ)
)
if li ∈ a+ N
0 if li /∈ a+ N .
(130)


















Such ∆ factor is necessarily distributional in the Lorentzian theory.





ω̃((ρi, ai), ji, γ)φ
ji
mini = 0 ∀ρi, ai,mi, ni implies φ
li





















The injectivity and isometry of the maps depend again on the explicit form of the simplicity constraint coefficient ω.








This choice corresponds to the case in which, when the domain of the SL(2,C) cylindrical function is restricted to
the SU(2) subgroup, the function coincides with the original SU(2) cylindrical function:
ϕω(gi) = K
ω(φ)(gi) = φ(gi) (135)
for any g ∈ SU(2), and with the EPRL simplicity constraint having been imposed (and under certain restriction on
the domain of KSU(2)kin such that the embedding map is injective). If the projection map P is defined as a restriction
of the domain (as in [19])
P (ϕ)(gi) = φ(gi), (136)
then the (restriction of) projection map is an inverse of the embedding map P ◦Kω = idSU(2). However, the choice
(134) does not give an isometric embedding map. This incompatibility between these two properties stems from the
fact that P̃ (Ge, ge, xv) 6= Kω(Ge, ge, xv). Also, in the Lorentzian case, the systematic method suggested in section V
can resolve the incompatibility, which is what we discuss in the following section.










































































In section III we have shown that the embedding map between kinematical, gauge-invariant Hilbert spaces is a
convolution of characters. This form of embedding map has been considered then in section VI, analyzing its generic
properties. In this section, we investigate the properties of the embedding map with different choices of simplicity
constraints imposition.
A. Riemannian BC model
The Riemannian Barrett-Crane (BC) model [39]imposes the simplicity constraint strongly in the generalised spin
network basis: the simplicity constraint written in terms of two Casmir operators of Spin(4) is set to zero, in fact
corresponding to the vanishing of one of them. This model can be seen as a limiting case γ →∞ of the EPRL model
[36] and of the BO and BO-Duflo models [5, 40]. The fusion coefficient of the model is
ωBC(j
+, j−, j, γ =∞) = δj
+j−δj0 . (137)
It is immediate to verify that this imposition of the simplicity constraints gives a clearly non-injective (and not thus
isometric) embedding map.
This is not surprising since the simplicity constraints totally trivialize the dependence on the data from the rotation
SU(2) subgroup of Spin(4). Let us point out, however, that this does not mean necessarily that no map between
covariant states and SU(2)-based states can be defined. In fact, we expect such map to be possible, since the
equivalence of possible descriptions of simplicial geometry in terms of both covariant and SU(2) data remains true
also in this case (i.e. in absence of the Immirzi parameter). It implies, however, that the relevant SU(2) cannot be
identified with the rotation subgroup of Spin(4), as we have assumed in this work.
B. Riemannian EPRL model
The Engle-Pereira-Rovelli-Livine (EPRL) model [36] encodes the simplicity constraints with finite Immirzi param-
eter and results from a weak imposition of them, as necessary in this case, and using a Master constraint technique:
the simplicity constraints, expressed in terms of Casimir operators, are squared and then minimized when imposed
on quantum states (for details on the imposition, see [41]). The corresponding EPRL fusion coefficient is
ωEPRL(j








Since j± label SU(2) representations, j± = |(1± γ)|j/2 should be a non-negative half-integer N0/2. This requires γ
to be a rational number. For given values of γ and j, however |(1 ± γ)|j/2 is not always in N0/2. For such j, the
injectivity condition is not satisfied. Thus, the embedding map with the EPRL imposition of simplicity constraints is
not injective in general.
However, there are choices of γ that lead to an injective map. For example, if γ is any odd integer, j+ and j−
become non-negative half-integers. In this case, the map is injective5. As the simplicity constraint coefficient ω
has unit norm, the EPRL embedding map is isometric when one chooses the ∆ factor to be the one given in (122).
Moreover, if one defines the projection map such that its integral kernel is the complex conjugate of the integral kernel
of the embedding map, the restriction of the projection map is the inverse of the embedding map, which is isometric.
C. Riemannian FK model
The Freidel-Krasnov (FK) spin foam model employs a decomposition of cylindrical functions in terms of group
coherent states (for each irreducible representation space, thus eigenspace of the Casimir operators), to impose the
simplicity constraints, in their linear version [42], on coherent state parameters. These are in fact interpreted as
quantum counterpart of the bivector variables which are subject to simplicity constraints at the classical level [33].
The FK model coincides with the EPRL model when γ < 1, up to some ambiguities in the fusion coefficient, but with
5 The condition that γ is an odd integer is a sufficient condition for identifying specific solutions, but it is not necessary. This makes us
think that we should not insist in trying to assign to it a physical significance (although of course we cannot exclude it).









































































the same restriction on the group representations appearing in the decomposition [5]. The group representations are
related as
γ < 1, j± = (1± γ)j/2, (139)
γ > 1, j± = (γ ± 1)j/2 (140)
and the coefficients ω in each case are









j+−j−j | . (142)
For the same reason as in the EPRL case, the FK model is not injective in general.
If γ is any odd integer, j+ and j− become non-negative half-integers. In this case, the map is injective. As the
simplicity constraint ω is not normalized to one, a different expression for ∆ has to be chosen for achieving the














the FK embedding map is isometric, which can be justified by (127). As a result, one can also construct a projection
map whose restriction is the inverse of the isometric embedding map.
D. Riemannian BO-Duflo model
The Baratin-Oriti (BO) model [40, 43] is constructed from non-commutative metric/flux formulation of spin foam
models and also imposes the linear version of simplicity constraints [42] directly on such flux variables at the quantum
level, since these are the closest quantum translation of the bivector variables of the discrete classical theory. The
construction of quantum theory starting from the discrete classical one requires of course a choice of quantization
map for the classical variables. The quantization map for the original BO model is the FLM map (used in [32, 43]
and first introduced in [44]), but a more recent variation of the construction adopts the Duflo map. This has nicer
mathematical properties [45] (see also [46]) and wider applicability to any semi-simple and locally compact group,
but it also simplifies computations, providing a new spin foam model for whose fusion coefficients one can obtain an
explicit, complicated but manageable expression [5].
The simplicity constraint coefficient of the BO-Duflo model [5] is
ωBO(j














a (|β|) , (144)
where λ = 2min(j+, j−) and β = γ−1γ+1 . The function T is
T j
+j−




















It is not easy to check the injectivity and isometry of the map directly from (144), i.e. at the fully analytic level,
due to the complexity of the expression of the coefficient ω. However, we can study the behaviour of the coefficient
numerically and also check some limiting cases of the model (also discussed in [5]).
The structure of the fusion coefficient ω as well as numerical plots show a simple power-low behavior, for β > 0,





2(j+, j−, j, γ(β)) = Π(a, β, j) (147)









































































where Π(a, β, j) = c(a, β)jη(a,β) for some coefficients c(a, β) and η(a, β). The isometry of the BO-Duflo model can be
investigated from this numerically derived formula. For a positive β, the isometry condition can always be fulfilled



















satisfies the isometry condition. The indicated restriction of the range of allowed representation labels is reasonable
(even if it is not automatically implemented by the amplitudes of the model), since it coincides with one of the
requirements for cylindrical consistency in canonical LQG.
Using the linear-regression method, we can also numerically determine Π for any β > 0 (thus, γ > 1):
Π(a, β, j) = cjη, η = η(a, β) = −0.98519 + 1.96698a− 0.000917856β,
k(a, β) = log c(a, β) = 1.98163 + 1.33946a+ 0.0749463a2 − 6.44261β + 9.22207β2, (150)
where the standard error, t-statistic, and P-value of each estimated coefficient for k and η are given in Table I and
Table II.
Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
constant term 1.98163 1.19506 1.65819 0.10225
coefficient of a 1.33946 0.190011 7.0494 1.639056269781041× 10−9
coefficient of β −6.44261 6.79493 −0.948149 0.346677
coefficient of a2 0.0749463 0.0832435 0.900326 0.371376
coefficient of β2 9.22207 7.77542 1.18605 0.240055
Table I. Numerical estimation for k(a, β)
Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
constant term −0.98519 0.00726067 −135.689 8.75140531349814× 10−65
coefficient of a 1.96698 0.00257899 762.697 1.6915975668819295× 10−101
coefficient of β −0.000917856 0.0151906 −0.0604226 0.952065
Table II. Numerical estimation for η(a, β)
These numerical analysis shows η(a, β) (for β > 0 regime) is very weakly dependent on β (almost constant) and
has a simple expression in terms of η(a, β) = 2a− 1. Having accepted this expression for η, Π becomes independent























satisfies the isometry condition (127) even without restricting the domain to j 6= 0.
For a negative β, the numerical analysis suggests Π(a, β, j) on the right hand side of (147) follows a modulated
power-law behaviour instead of a simple power law
Π(a, β, j) =
k1(a, β)sinj − k2(a, β)
jη(a,β)
(153)









































































with some parameter coefficients k1(a, β), k2(a, β), and η(a, β). The isometry condition can be satisfied for different
values of negative β, but it can be checked (numerically) only on a case by case basis because fits are less accurate
than positive β case.
Now let us consider some limiting cases of the BO-Duflo model.
β → 1: the BC model
In the limit β → 1 (the Immirzi parameter γ goes to infinity) the simplicity constraints coefficient reduces to the
one of the BC model
ωBO(j
+, j−, j,∞) = δj
+j−δj0 (154)
As discussed before, the resulting embedding map cannot be injective.
β → −1: the topological model
In the limit β → −1, and γ goes to zero, meaning that one expects the Holst term to be dominant over the
geometrical term in the Palatini-Holst classical action. This could be then a regime in which the theory becomes
topological (but see [47] for a careful analysis at the perturbative quantum level of the continuum theory, indicating
a more subtle outcome). The limiting simplicity constraint coefficient becomes
ωBO(j




+j−{j+, j−, j} (155)
where {j+, j−, j} = 1 if three j’s satisfy the triangle inequality and it vanishes instead if it does not. The constraint















i (2j−i + 1). (156)
Under this choice, an isometric restricted projection map can be constructed, which is an inverse of the embedding
map.
β → 0: the Ooguri model
In the limit β → 0, the γ converges to one. This model seems to correspond to the SU(2) Ooguri model for
topological BF theory [48]. The fusion coefficient is
ωBO(j




















the embedding map is isometric and one can construct the restricted projection map which is isometric as well as an
inverse of the embedding map.
E. Lorentzian BC model
The fusion coefficient encoding the simplicity constraint in the Lorentzian BC model [49] is
ωBC((ρ, a), j) = δ
a0δj0 (159)
where the Immirzi parameter γ is absent. Like the Riemannian case, the injectivity condition is not satisfied, for
the same structural reason. The same comment about the possibility of an alternative definition of the quantum
geometric maps applies too.









































































F. Lorentzian EPRL model
The fusion coefficient encoding the simplicity constraint in the Lorentzian EPRL model is given by
ωEPRL((ρ, a), j, γ) = δ
j,aδ(ρ− γa). (160)
This coefficient corresponds to an embedding map that does not satisfy the injectivity condition because it does not
include ji = 0. Two SU(2) cylindrical functions whose spin representations are different only at ji = 0 (at least
for one i among the possible four) are mapped to the same SL(2,C) cylindrical function. However, if one restricts
the domain of the embedding map to the SU(2) functions which do not contain any ji = 0 contributions then the
embedding map is injective. In fact, as we have remarked for the BO-Duflo model, this restriction of the domain can
be understood as part of the requirements for cylindrical consistency.
The inner product between two functions satisfying the simplicity constraint diverges, if naively defined, because
the simplicity constraint operator is applied twice, with each application projecting out a non-compact part of the
domain. In fact, any simplicity constraint whose implementation has this type of effect (as we may expect for other
Lorentzian models) would produce a similar divergence. This divergence can be regularized by simply dropping the
redundant delta distribution coming from the second imposition of the simplicity constraint.
Under the restriction of the domain which enforces the injectivity of the embedding map, the isometry condition









The method suggested in the section V requires additional regularization to be implemented, due to the already pointed
out singular feature of the Lorentzian EPRL imposition: once the projection map is defined such that Kω(Gi, gi, xv) =
P (Gi, gi, xv), its image always carries a redundant δ(0). After dropping one such δ(0) as a regularization, one can
achieve P ◦Kω = idSU(2).
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have defined quantum geometric maps between SU(2) quantum states of geometry, as used in the canonical
loop quantum gravity context, and covariant SL(2,C)-based quantum states of geometry, as naturally arising from
the quantization of simplicial geometry in the context of spin foam models, following the formulation of gravity as a
constrained topological BF theory. In doing so, we generalised existing work in the spin foam literature. In particular,
we provided a definition which does not depend on any specific choice for the imposition of the simplicity constraints
(the ones leading from topological BF theory to gravity, in such a way that our results applies to all current spin
foam (and group field theory) models of quantum geometry. In this general setting, we have analysed the properties
of such quantum geometric maps and the mutual relations and compatibilities between them, as well as the role of
the specific strategies for the imposition of the simplicity constraints.
We have shown that requiring the usual gauge symmetries on the domain and target space of the maps produces
for the embedding map the same convolution structure that had been assumed for the DL embedding map. These
DL-type maps, by construction, show a generic incompatibility between the requirement of isometry and the desired
property that embedding and projection map are inverse to each other (under the restriction of the projection map),
if the projection map is simply defined as a restriction of the domain of SL(2,C) cylindrical functions to SU(2).
However, our general analysis shows that, if one drops this last assumption, one can always find a pair of embedding
and projection maps, of the same DL-type, satisfying the two previously incompatible properties. We provide a
simple algorithmic procedure, as well as the required conditions on the simplicity constraints imposition, for such
reconciliation.
We have also analysed what our conditions imply for existing spin foam models, based on different impositions of
the simplicity constraints. In particular, we have shown that embedding maps of the DL type can be an isometry
and an inverse of (the restriction of) the projection map for the Riemannian EPRL-FK models with an odd integer
γ, the Riemannian BO-Duflo model, on the basis of a numerical analysis, and for the Lorentzian EPRL model (with
proper regularization).
These results improve our understanding of the quantum geometry underlying spin foam models and group field
theories for 4-dimensional quantum gravity, and of the imposition of simplicity constraints that underlies them. It also
contributes to clarifying the desired connection between the same models of quantum geometry and the description
of the same arising from canonical Loop Quantum Gravity.
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